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Abstract

Active learning is a framework that makes it
possible to efficiently train statistical models
by selecting informative examples from a pool
of unlabeled data. Previous work has found
this framework effective for machine trans-
lation (MT), making it possible to train bet-
ter translation models with less effort, partic-
ularly when annotators translate short phrases
instead of full sentences. However, previous
methods for phrase-based active learning in
MT fail to consider whether the selected units
are coherent and easy for human translators
to translate, and also have problems with se-
lecting redundant phrases with similar con-
tent. In this paper, we tackle these problems
by proposing two new methods for selecting
more syntactically coherent and less redun-
dant segments in active learning for MT. Ex-
periments using both simulation and extensive
manual translation by professional translators
find the proposed method effective, achiev-
ing both greater gain of BLEU score for the
same number of translated words, and allow-
ing translators to be more confident in their
translations1.

1 Introduction

In statistical machine translation (SMT) (Brown et
al., 1993), large quantities of high-quality bilingual
data are essential to achieve high translation accu-
racy. While in many cases large corpora can be col-
lected, for example by crawling the web (Resnik and

1Code to replicate the experiments can be found at
https://github.com/akivajp/naacl2016
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Figure 1: Conventional and proposed data selection methods

Smith, 2003), in many domains or language pairs it
is still necessarily to create data by hand, either by
hiring professionals or crowdsourcing (Zaidan and
Callison-Burch, 2011). In these cases, active learn-
ing (§2), which selects which data to annotate based
on their potential benefit to the translation system,
has been shown to be effective for improving SMT
systems while keeping the required amount of an-
notation to a minimum (Eck et al., 2005; Turchi et
al., 2008; Haffari et al., 2009; Haffari and Sarkar,
2009; Ananthakrishnan et al., 2010; Bloodgood and
Callison-Burch, 2010; González-Rubio et al., 2012;
Green et al., 2014).

Most work on active learning for SMT, and natu-
ral language tasks in general, has focused on choos-
ing which sentences to give to annotators. These



methods generally assign priority to sentences that
contain data that is potentially useful to the MT sys-
tem according to a number of criteria. For exam-
ple, there are methods to select sentences that con-
tain phrases that are frequent in monolingual data
but not in bilingual data (Eck et al., 2005), have low
confidence according to the MT system (Haffari et
al., 2009), or are predicted to be poor translations by
an MT quality estimation system (Ananthakrishnan
et al., 2010). However, while the selected sentences
may contain useful phrases, they will also generally
contain many already covered phrases that nonethe-
less cost time and money to translate.

To solve the problem of wastefulness in full-
sentence annotation for active learning, there have
been a number of methods proposed to perform
sub-sentential annotation of short phrases for nat-
ural language tasks (Settles and Craven, 2008;
Bloodgood and Callison-Burch, 2010; Tomanek and
Hahn, 2009; Sperber et al., 2014). For MT in par-
ticular, Bloodgood and Callison-Burch (2010) have
proposed a method that selects poorly covered n-
grams to show to translators, allowing them to focus
directly on poorly covered parts without including
unnecessary words (§3). Nevertheless, our experi-
ments identified two major practical problems with
this method. First, as shown in Figure 1 (a), many of
the selected phrases overlap with each other, caus-
ing translation of redundant phrases, damaging ef-
ficiency. Second, it is common to see fragments
of complex phrases such as “one of the preceding,”
which may be difficult for workers to translate into
a contiguous phrase in the target language.

In this work, we propose two methods that aim to
solve these two problems and improve the efficiency
and reliability of segment-based active learning for
SMT (§4). For the problem of overlapping phrases,
we note that by merging overlapping phrases, as
shown in Figure 1 (b), we can reduce the number of
redundant words annotated and improve training ef-
ficiency. We adopt the idea of maximal substrings
(Okanohara and Tsujii, 2009) which both encode
this idea of redundancy, and can be calculated to ar-
bitrary length in linear time using enhanced suffix
arrays. For the problem of phrase structure fragmen-
tation, we propose a simple heuristic to count only
well-formed syntactic constituents in a parse tree, as
shown in Figure 1 (c).

To investigate the effect of our proposed meth-
ods on learning efficiency, we perform experiments
on English-French and English-Japanese translation
tasks in which we incrementally add new parallel
data, update models and evaluate translation accu-
racy. Results from both simulation experiments (§5)
and 120 hours of work by professional translators
(§6) demonstrate improved efficiency with respect to
the number of words annotated. We also found that
human translators took more time, but were more
confident in their results on segments selected by the
proposed method.

2 Active Learning for Machine Translation

In this section, we first provide an outline of the ac-
tive learning procedure to select phrases for SMT
data. In this paper, we regard a “phrase” as a
word sequence with arbitrary length, which indi-
cates that full sentences and single words both qual-
ify as phrases. In Algorithm 1, we show the general
procedure of incrementally selecting the next candi-
date for translation from the source language corpus,
requesting and collecting the translation in the target
language, and retraining the models.

Algorithm 1 Active learning for MT
1: Init:

2: SrcPool← source language data including candidates for translation

3: Translated← translated parallel data

4: Oracle← oracle giving the correct translation for an input phrase

5: Loop Until StopCondition:

6: TM ← TrainTranslationModel(Translated)

7: NewSrc← SelectNextPhrase(SrcPool, Translated, TM)

8: NewTrg ← GetTranslation(Oracle,NewSrc)

9: Translated← Translated
∪
{⟨NewSrc,NewTrg⟩}

In lines 1-4, we define the datasets and initialize
them. SrcPool is a set with each sentence in source
language corpus as an element. Translated indi-
cates a set with source and target language phrase
pairs. Translated may be empty, but in most cases
will consist of a seed corpus upon which we would
like to improve. Oracle is an oracle (e.g. a human
translator), that we can query for a correct transla-
tion for an arbitrary input phrase.

In lines 5-9, we train models incrementally.
StopCondition in line 5 is an arbitrary timing when
to stop the loop, such as when we reach an accu-
racy goal or when we expend our translation bud-



get. In line 6, we train the translation model using
Translated, the available parallel data at this point.
We evaluate the accuracy after training the transla-
tion model for each step in the experiments. In line
7, we select the next candidate for translation using
features of SrcPool, Translated and TM to make
the decision.

In the following sections, we discuss existing
methods (§3), and our proposed methods (§4) to im-
plement the selection criterion in line 7.

3 Selection based on n-Gram Frequency

3.1 Sentence Selection using n-Gram
Frequency

The first traditional method that we cover is a
sentence selection method. Specifically, it selects
the sentence including the most frequent uncovered
phrase with a length of up to n words in the source
language data. This method enables us to effec-
tively cover the most frequent n-gram phrases and
improve accuracy with fewer sentences than random
selection. Bloodgood and Callison-Burch (2010)
demonstrate results of a simulation showing that this
method required less than 80% of the data required
by randomly selected sentences to obtain the same
accuracy.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, the se-
lected full sentences include many phrases already
covered in the parallel data. This may cause an addi-
tional cost for words in redundant segments, a prob-
lem resolved by the phrase selection approach de-
tailed in the following section.

3.2 Phrase Selection using n-Gram Frequency

In the second baseline approach, we directly select
and translate n-gram phrases that are the most fre-
quent in the source language data but not yet cov-
ered in the translated data (Bloodgood and Callison-
Burch, 2010). This method allows for improvement
of coverage with fewer additional words than sen-
tence selection, achieving higher efficiency by re-
ducing the amount of data unnecessarily annotated.
Bloodgood and Callison-Burch (2010) showed that
by translating the phrases selected by this method
using a crowdsourcing website, it was possible to
achieve a large improvement of BLEU score, out-
performing similar sentence-based methods.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, this
method has several issues. First, because it uses
short phrases, it often selects phrases that are not
linguistically well-formed, potentially making them
difficult to translate concisely. Second, it also has
problems with redundancy, with no device to pre-
vent multiple overlapping phrases being selected
and translated. Finally, the previous work limits the
maximum phrase length to n = 4, precluding the
use of longer phrases. However, using a larger limit
such as n = 5 is not likely to be a fundamental solu-
tion, as it increases the number of potentially over-
lapping phrases, and also computational burden. In
the next section we cover our proposed solutions to
these problems in detail.

4 Phrase Selection based on Maximal
Phrases and Parse Trees

4.1 Phrase Selection based on Maximal
Phrases

To solve both the problem of overlapping phrases
and the problem of requiring limits on phrase length
for computational reasons, we propose a method us-
ing the idea of maximal substrings (Okanohara and
Tsujii, 2009). Maximal substrings are formally de-
fined as “a substring that is not always included in
a particular longer substring.” For example, if we
define pi as a phrase and occ(pi) as its occurrence
count in a corpus, and have the following data

p1 = “one of the preceding”, occ(p1) = 200, 000

p2 = “one of the preceding claims”, occ(p2) = 200, 000

p3 = “any one of the preceding claims”, occ(p3) = 190, 000

p1 = “one of the preceding” always co-occurs with
the longer p2 = “one of the preceding claims” and
thus is not a maximal substring. On the other hand,
p2 does not always co-occur with p3, and thus p2
will be maximal. This relationship can be defined
formally with the following semi-order relation:

p1 ⪯ p2 ⇔ ∃α, β : p1 = αp2β ∧ occ(p1) = occ(p2). (1)

Demonstrating this by the previous example,
p1 = αp2β, α = “”, β = “claims” hold, meaning
p1 is a sub-sequence of p2, and p2 is a sub-sequence
of p3 in a similar manner. Since p1 is a sub-sequence
of p2 and occ(p1) = occ(p2) = 200, 000, p1 ⪯ p2
holds. However, although p2 is a sub sequence of p3,



because occ(p2) = 200, 000 ̸= 190, 000 = occ(p3),
the relation p2 ⪯ p3 does not hold. Here, we say
p has maximality if there does not exist any q other
than p itself that meets p ⪯ q, and we call such a
phrase a maximal phrase.

To apply this concept to active learning, our pro-
posed method limits translation data selection to
only maximal phrases. This has two advantages.
First, it reduces overlapping phrases to only the
maximal string, allowing translators to cover mul-
tiple high-frequency phrases in the translation of a
single segment. Second, maximal phrases and their
occurrence counts can be enumerated efficiently by
using enhanced suffix arrays (Kasai et al., 2001) in
linear time with respect to document length, remov-
ing the need to set arbitrary limits on the length of
strings such as n = 4 used in previous work.

However, it can be easily noticed that while in
the previous example p2 is included in p3, their oc-
currence counts are close but not equivalent, and
thus both are maximal phrases. In such a case, the
naı̈ve implementation of this method can not remove
these redundant phrases, despite the fact that it is in-
tuitively preferable that the selection method com-
bines phrases if they have almost the same occur-
rence count. Thus, we also propose to use the fol-
lowing semi-order relation generalized with param-
eter λ:

p1
∗
⪯ p2 ⇔∃α, β :

p1 = αp2β ∧ λ · occ(p1) < occ(p2). (2)

where λ takes a real numbered value from 0 to 1,
which we set to λ = 0.5 in this research.

This removes the restriction that the two phrases
under comparison be of exactly equal counts, allow-
ing them to have only approximately the same oc-
currence count. We redefine maximality using this

semi-order
∗
⪯ as semi-maximality, and call maxi-

mal phrases defined with
∗
⪯ semi-maximal phrases

in contrast to normal maximal phrases. By using
semi-maximal phrases instead of maximal phrases,
we can remove a large number of phrases that are
included in a particular longer phrase more than half
the time, indicating that it might be preferable to
translate the longer phrase instead.

two  methods  are  proposed

CD	 NNS	 VBP	

VP	

NP	

S	
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VP	

(a) “are proposed” is counted

are  proposed  and  discussed

VBZ	 VBN	 CC	 VBN	

VP	

VP	

VP	

VP	

(b) “are proposed” is not counted

Figure 2: Phrase counting based on parse trees

4.2 Phrase Selection based on Parse Trees

In this section, we propose a second phrase selec-
tion method based on the results from the syntac-
tic analysis of source language data. This method
first processes all the source language data with a
phrase structure parser, traverses and counts up all
the subtrees of parse trees as shown in Figure 2, and
finally selects phrases corresponding to a subtree in
frequency order.2 We propose this method because
we expect the selected phrases to have syntactically
coherent meaning, potentially making human trans-
lation easier than other methods that do not use syn-
tactic information.

It should be noted that because this method counts
all subtrees, it is capable of selecting overlapping
phrases like the methods based on n-grams. There-
fore we also experiment with a method using to-
gether both subtrees and the semi-maximal phrases
proposed in Section 4.1 to select both syntactic and
non-redundant segments.

5 Simulation Experiment

5.1 Experimental Set-Up

To investigate the effects of the phrase selection
methods proposed in Section 4, we first performed
a simulation experiment in which we incrementally
retrain translation models and evaluate the accuracy
after each step of data selection. In this experi-
ment, we chose English as a source language and
French and Japanese as target languages. To sim-
ulate a realistic active learning scenario, we started
from given parallel data in the general domain and
sequentially added additional source language data
in a specific target domain. For the English-French
translation task, we adopted the Europarl corpus

2The method does not distinguish between equivalent word
sequences even if they have different tree structures



Lang Pair Domain Dataset Amount

En-Fr

1.89M Sent.
General (Base) Train En: 47.6M Words

Fr: 49.4M Words
15.5M Sent.

Medical Train En: 393M Words
Fr: 418M Words

(Target) Test 1000 Sent.
Dev 500 Sent.

En-Ja

414k Sent.
General (Base) Train En: 6.72M Words

Ja: 9.69M Words
1.87M Sent.

Scientific Train En: 46.4M Words
Ja: 57.6M Words

(Target) Test 1790 Sent.
Dev 1790 Sent.

Table 1: Details of parallel data

from WMT20143 as a base parallel data source
and EMEA (Tiedemann, 2009), PatTR (Wäschle
and Riezler, 2012), and Wikipedia titles, used in
the medical translation task, as the target domain
data. For the English-Japanese translation task, we
adopted the broad-coverage example sentence cor-
pus provided with the Eijiro dictionary4 as general
domain data, and the ASPEC5 scientific paper ab-
stract corpus as the target domain data. For pre-
processing, we tokenized Japanese corpora using the
KyTea word segmenter (Neubig et al., 2011) and fil-
tered out the lines of length over 60 from all the
training parallel data to ensure accuracy of parsing
and alignment. We show the details of the parallel
dataset after pre-processing in Table 1.

For the machine translation framework, we used
phrase-based SMT (Koehn et al., 2003) with the
Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) as a decoder.
To efficiently re-train the models with new data,
we adopted inc-giza-pp,6 a specialized version of
GIZA++ word aligner (Och and Ney, 2003) support-
ing incremental training, and the memory-mapped
dynamic suffix array phrase tables (MMSAPT) fea-
ture of Moses (Germann, 2014) for on-memory con-
struction of phrase tables. We train 5-gram models
over the target side of all the general domain and
target domain data using KenLM (Heafield, 2011).

3http://statmt.org/wmt14/
4http://eijiro.jp
5http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ASPEC/
6https://github.com/akivajp/inc-giza-pp

For the tuning of decoding parameters, since it is not
realistic to run MERT (Och, 2003) at each retrain-
ing step, we tuned the parameters to maximize the
BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) for the baseline
system, and re-used the parameters thereafter. We
compare the following 8 segment selection meth-
ods, including 2 random selection methods, 2 con-
ventional methods and 4 proposed methods:

sent-rand: Select sentences randomly.
4gram-rand: Select n-gram strings of length of up to 4

in random order.
sent-by-4gram-freq: Select the sentence including the

most frequent uncovered phrase with length of up
to 4 words (baseline 1, §3.1).

4gram-freq: Select the most frequent uncovered phrase
with length of up to 4 words (baseline 2, §3.2).

maxsubst-freq: Select the most frequent uncovered
maximal phrase (proposed, §4.1)

reduced-maxsubst-freq: Select the most frequent un-
covered semi-maximal phrase (proposed, §4.1)

struct-freq: Select the most frequent uncovered phrase
extracted from the subtrees (proposed, §4.2).

reduced-struct-freq: Select the most frequent uncov-
ered semi-maximal phrase extracted from the sub-
trees (proposed, §4.1 and §4.2).

To generate oracle translations, we used an SMT
system trained on all of the data in both the general
and target-domain corpora. To generate parse trees,
we used the Ckylark parser (Oda et al., 2015).

5.2 Results and Discussion

Comparison of efficiency: In Figure 3, we show
the evaluation score results by the number of addi-
tional source words up to 100k and 1M words. We
can see that in English-French translation, the ac-
curacy of the selection methods using parse trees
grows more rapidly than other methods and was sig-
nificantly better even at the point of 1M additional
words. In the case of English-Japanese translation,
the gains over 4-gram frequency are much smaller,
but the proposed methods still consistently perform
as well or better than the other methods. Besides,
in all the graphs we can see the improvement of
reduced-maxsubst-freq and reduced-struct-freq over
maxsubst-freq and struct-freq respectively, demon-
strating that avoiding selecting redundant segments
is helpful in improving efficiency.
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Figure 3: BLEU score vs. number of additional source words in each method

Length of selected phrases: Due to the differ-
ent criteria used by each method, there are also sig-
nificant differences in the features of the selected
phrases. In Table 2, we show the details of the
number of all selected phrases, words and average
phrase length until the stop condition, and at the
point of 10k additional source words. Here we see
the tendency that the selection methods based on
parse trees select shorter phrases than other meth-
ods. This is caused by the fact that longer phrases
are only counted if they cover a syntactically defined
phrases, and thus longer substrings that do not form
syntactic phrases are removed from consideration.

Phrase coverage: This difference in the features
of the selected phrases also affects how well they can
cover new incoming test data. To demonstrate this,
in Table 3 we show the 1-gram and 4-gram cover-
age of the test dataset after 10k, 100k and 1M words
have been selected. From the results, we can see that

the reduced-struct-freq method attains the highest 1-
gram coverage, efficiently covering unknown words.
On the other hand, it is clear that methods selecting
longer phrases have an advantage for 4-gram cover-
age, and we see the highest 4-gram coverage in the
sent-by-4gram-freq method.

6 Manual Translation Experiment

6.1 Experimental Set-Up

To confirm that the results from the simulation in
the previous section carry over to actual translators,
we further performed experiments in which profes-
sional translators translated the selected segments.
This also allowed us to examine the actual amount of
time required to perform translation, and how confi-
dent the translators were in their translations.

We designed a web user interface as shown in Fig-
ure 4, and outsourced to an external organization



All Selected Phrases First 10k Words
Average Average

Lang Pair Selection Method #Phrases #Words Phrase Length #Phrases Phrase Length
sent-by-4gram-freq 10.6M 269M 25.4 310 32.1

4gram-freq 40.1M 134M 3.34 3.62k 2.76
En-Fr maxsubst-freq 62.4M 331M 5.30 2.39k 4.17

reduced-maxsubst-freq 45.9M 246M 5.36 2.95k 3.39
struct-freq 14.1M 94.2M 6.68 4.01k 2.49

reduced-struct-freq 7.33M 41.3M 5.63 4.55k 2.20
sent-by-4gram-freq 1.28M 33.6M 26.3 560 17.8

4gram-freq 8.48M 26.0M 3.07 4.70k 2.13
En-Ja maxsubst-freq 7.29M 25.8M 3.54 4.51k 2.22

reduced-maxsubst-freq 6.06M 21.7M 3.58 4.76k 2.10
struct-freq 1.45M 4.85M 3.34 6.64k 1.51

reduced-struct-freq 1.10M 3.33M 3.03 6.73k 1.49

Table 2: Number of phrases and average words/phrase in each method

1-gram / 4-gram Coverage [%]
Lang Pair Selection Method No Addition 10k Words 100k Words 1M Words

sent-rand 92.93 / 10.60 93.73 / 10.71 95.94 / 11.30
4gram-rand 92.95 / 10.60 93.99 / 10.60 96.42 / 10.64

sent-by-4gram-freq 92.95 / 10.60 93.96 / 10.72 96.25 / 11.55
En-Fr 4gram-freq 92.72 / 10.60 92.92 / 10.60 94.46 / 10.66 96.60 / 11.16

maxsubst-freq 92.79 / 10.60 93.61 / 10.62 95.99 / 10.92
reduced-maxsubst-freq 92.92 / 10.60 94.38 / 10.66 96.55 / 11.13

struct-freq 93.63 / 10.60 96.15 / 10.65 97.84 / 11.28
reduced-struct-freq 94.02 / 10.60 96.38 / 10.69 98.00 / 11.38

sent-rand 94.81 / 5.63 95.99 / 6.59 97.54 / 10.06
4gram-rand 94.80 / 5.38 96.10 / 5.46 97.67 / 5.98

sent-by-4gram-freq 95.10 / 5.84 96.28 / 7.23 97.64 / 11.39
En-Ja 4gram-freq 94.36 / 5.38 95.64 / 5.97 96.87 / 7.14 97.97 / 10.43

maxsubst-freq 95.59 / 5.96 96.83 / 7.07 97.91 / 10.20
reduced-maxsubst-freq 95.73 / 6.00 96.97 / 7.19 98.00/10.57

struct-freq 96.60 / 5.44 97.80 / 5.79 98.58 / 7.02
reduced-struct-freq 96.64 / 5.44 97.84 / 5.80 98.61 / 7.14

Table 3: Effect on coverage in each selection method (rounded off to the second decimal place). Bold face indicates the highest

coverage for each number of additional words.

Phrase to be translated:

3: sure about the translation

Translation input form:

 ⾛査型電⼦顕微鏡 (SEM)

Confidence level:

2: not so sure about the translation
1: not sure at all

The morphologies using scanning electron 
microscopy ( SEM ) were studied .

Figure 4: Example of the human translation interface

that had three professional translators translate the
shown phrases. As is standard when hiring transla-
tors, we paid a fixed price per word translated for
all of the methods. Because showing only the can-
didate phrase out of context could cause difficulty
in translation, we follow Bloodgood and Callison-

Burch (2010) in showing a sentence including the
selected phrase,7 highlighting the phrase, and re-
questing that the translator translate the highlighted
part. We also requested that every worker select
from 3 levels indicating how confident they were
of their translation. In the background, the time re-
quired to complete the translation is measured from
when the new phrase is shown until when the trans-
lation is submitted.

The methods selected for comparative evaluation
are sentence selection based on 4-gram frequency
(sent-by-4gram-freq) and phrase selection based on
4-gram frequency (4gram-freq) as baseline meth-
ods, and the phrase selection based on both parse
trees and semi-maximality (reduced-struct-freq) as

7Specifically, we selected the shortest sentence including the
phrase in the source corpus.
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Figure 5: Transition of BLEU score vs. additional source words (left) and vs. cumulative working duration (right)

the proposed method. For each method we col-
lected translations of 10k source words, alternating
between segments selected by each method to pre-
vent bias.

We used the same dataset as the English-Japanese
translation task and the same tools in the simula-
tion experiment (Section 5). However, for training
target language models, we interpolated one trained
with the base data and a second trained with col-
lected data by using SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) because
the hand-made data set was too small to train a full
language model using only this data. We tuned the
interpolation coefficient such that it maximizes the
perplexity for the tuning dataset.

6.2 Results and Discussion

Efficiency results: Figure 5 shows the evalua-
tion scores of SMT systems trained using varying
amounts of collected phrases. In the left graph, we
see the proposed method based on parse trees and
phrase semi-maximality rapidly improves BLEU
score, and requires fewer additional words than the
conventional methods. Because the cost paid for
translation often is decided by the number of words,
this indicates that the proposed method has better
cost performance in these situations. The right graph
shows improvement by the amount of translation
time. These results here are different, showing the
4-gram-freq baseline slightly superior. As discussed
in Table 3, the methods based on parse trees select
more uncovered 1-grams, namely unknown words,
and specifically the proposed method selected more

Selection Methods Total Working
Time [Hours]

Average
Confidence Level

(3 Levels)
sent-by-4gram-freq 25.22 2.689

4gram-freq 32.70 2.601
reduced-struct-freq 59.97 2.771

Table 4: Total working time and average confidence level

technical terms that took a longer time to translate.
Working time and confidence: We show the

total time to collect the translations of 10k source
words and average confidence level for each method
in Table 4. The total working time for the proposed
method is nearly double that of other methods, as
seen in the right graph of Figure 5. On the other
hand, the segments selected by the proposed method
were given the highest confidence level, receiving
the maximum value of 3 for about 79% of phrase
pairs, indicating that the generated parallel data is of
high quality. To some extent, this corroborates our
hypothesis that the more syntactic phrases selected
by the proposed method are easier to translate.

We can also examine the tendency of working
time for segments of different lengths in Table 5. In-
terestingly, single words consistently have a longer
average translation time than phrases of length 2-4,
likely because they tend to be technical terms that re-
quire looking up in a dictionary. We show the aver-
age confidence levels corresponding to phrase length
in Table 6. The confidence level of single words
in the proposed method is lower than in the base-
line method, likely because the baseline selected
a smaller amount of single words, and those se-



Average Working Time [Seconds]

Selection Method
1

Word

2
Word
Phrase

3
Word
Phrase

4
Word
Phrase

5+
Word
Phrase

sent-by-4gram-freq - - - - 160.64
4gram-freq 30.14 24.76 21.77 21.12 -

reduced-struct-freq 35.61 25.23 21.72 28.13 22.82

Table 5: Average working time of manual translation corre-

sponding to phrase length

Average Confidence Level (3 Levels)

Selection Method
1

Word

2
Word
Phrase

3
Word
Phrase

4
Word
Phrase

5+
Word
Phrase

sent-by-4gram-freq - - - - 2.689
4gram-freq 2.885 2.585 2.422 2.300 -

reduced-struct-freq 2.802 2.796 2.778 2.708 2.737

Table 6: Average confidence level of manual translation corre-

sponding to phrase length

lected were less likely to be technical terms. On the
other hand, we can confirm that the confidence level
for longer phrases in the baseline method decreases
drastically, while it is stably high in our method,
confirming the effectiveness of selecting syntacti-
cally coherent phrases.

Translation accuracy by confidence level: Fi-
nally, we show the accuracy of the SMT system
trained by all the collected data in each method in
Table 7. To utilize the confidence level annota-
tion, we tested SMT systems trained by phrase pairs
with confidence levels higher than 2 or 3. From the
results, the accuracy of every method is improved
when phrases pairs with confidence level 1 were fil-
tered out. In contrast, the accuracy is conversely
degraded if we use only phrase pairs with confi-
dence level 3. The translation accuracy of 9.37%
BLEU with the base SMT system without additional
data became 10.72% after adding phrase pairs hav-
ing confidence level 2 or higher, allowing for a rela-
tively large gain of 1.35 BLEU points.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new method for active
learning in machine translation that selects syntactic,
non-redundant phrases using parse trees and semi-
maximal phrases. We first performed simulation ex-
periments and obtained improvements in translation
accuracy with fewer additional words. Further man-

BLEU Score [%]
Selection Methods Confidence Confidence Confidence

1+ (All) 2+ 3
sent-by-4gram-freq 9.88 9.92 9.85

4gram-freq 10.48 10.54 10.36
reduced-struct-freq 10.70 10.72 10.67

Table 7: BLEU score when training on phrases with a certain

confidence level

ual translation experiments also demonstrated that
our method allows for greater improvements in ac-
curacy and translator confidence.

However, there are still a number of avenues for
improvement. Particularly, as the proposed method
selected segments that took more time to translate
due to technical terms, the combination with meth-
ods to harvest unknown words (Daumé III and Ja-
garlamudi, 2011) or optimize the selected segments
based on the time required (Sperber et al., 2014) is
potentially useful. In addition, softer syntactic con-
straints that allow annotation of phrases with vari-
ables (Chiang, 2007) such as “one of the preceding
X” are another interesting avenue of future work.
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